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By NORA HOWE

Sustainability has become a pillar of fashion over the last several years, lending to a rapid acceleration of the resale
and consignment market.

While younger generations have spearheaded the thrifting movement as a way to recycle apparel and save money,
they are beginning to invest in higher-value vintage items. In its 2021 Luxury Resale Report, resale platform The
RealReal charted the current state of luxury resale and how the pandemic is propelling consumers towards
environmentally-conscious shopping practices.

"Gen Z and millennials are extremely savvy shoppers and are the most conscious of consumers yet,"said Sasha
Skoda, head of women's at The RealReal, San Fransisco. "They are strategic about their investments, embracing
different forms of investments from NFTs and crypto to now luxury goods, with the understanding that making
unique, vintage and one-of-a-kind investments will yield a large return.

"We also found that 43 percent of our buyers cite environmental factors as a key motivator to shop luxury resale at
The RealReal, validating their commitment to conscious consumption."

Data in this report is  based on the shopping and selling behavior of The RealReal's 23 million members by analyzing
demand, sales, resale value and average sale prices.

Resale has risen
More people are engaging in the circular economy as sustainability drives consumers to adopt conscious
consumption practices, especially amid the pandemic.

Almost half, 45 percent, of new The RealReal consignors in the first quarter of 2021 were first time consignors, and
1.4 times more of these consignors were 18-34 years old within the past two years.

Nearly a third, 29 percent, of buyers made their first pre-owned luxury purchase in the past year. Forty-three percent of
buyers cite sustainability as a deciding factor for shopping on the platform, and 40 percent say they use The RealReal
as a replacement for fast fashion.
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According to The RealReal, resale demand for top luxury brands increased and tightened competition.

Louis Vuitton, Gucci, Chanel, Prada and Dior ranked the top five luxury brands, with Dior knocking Herms out,
making the list for the first time due to 747 percent growth year-over-year in vintage.

Gucci was the most bought and sold brand of the year, with a 62 percent increase in purchases and a 61 percent
increase in consignments.

Despite millennials being most active in luxury resale, Gen X secured the number one spot for buyers and
consignors of Gucci, specifically.

Telfar was The RealReal's emerging brand of the year, with bags primarily driving its rise in resale.

Younger generations  are looking to luxury goods  as  ways  of yielding s ignificant returns . Image credit: The RealReal

Gen Z is starting to see the value in luxury fashion, with Gucci as the number one brand among the cohort.

These younger consumers are still pushing streetwear, however, with sneakers ranking fifth among Gen Z's most in-
demand items.

High-value sneaker consignors grew 383 percent over the past year, driven primarily by millennials and women at
73 percent.

Among Gen Z users, The RealReal saw consignments of blazers and blouses increase by 180 and 212 percent,
respectively, while purchases of knitwear and sleeveless tops increased by 59 and 39 percent, respectively.

Consignments of skinny jeans rose 205 percent, while straight leg denim dominated as the number one style among
Gen Z shoppers.

The RealReal also noted differences in how each demographic is revenge dressing.

"Revenge dressing is about dressing to see and be seen," Ms. Skoda said. "After more than a year at home, dressing
up is now an opportunity to trade the practical and comfortable for the exciting and inspiring.

"We're seeing that our luxury shoppers are searching for unique pieces that express their personal style and are
having fun with fashion again."

Gen Z is all in on vintage, with a 218 percent purchase increase in vintage crop tops, a 65 percent increase in vintage
mules and a 38 percent increase in vintage cocktail rings.

Millennials seem to be interested in showing more skin, evidenced by a 51 percent purchase increase in cutout
dresses, a 72 percent increase in halter tops and a 22 percent increase in mini skirts.

Gen X shoppers are going for one-piece items like dresses, with a 63, 37 and 35 percent purchase increase in maxi,
mini and midi dresses, respectively.

Baby boomers are focusing on accessories, as The RealReal reported a 51 percent purchase increase in low-heeled
sandals, a 34 percent increase in hair accessories and a 37 percent increase in mini handbags.

Interestingly, the most sought after high-value "brand" of the year, second to Chanel, was unbranded jewelry, made
popular by consumers looking for unique pieces without a logo.
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The most purchased jewelry was cocktail rings, link bracelets, pendant necklaces and drop earrings.

Cartier is  the top brand for watch purchas ing. Image credit: Cartier

As watch enthusiasts begin selling their starter timepieces, they are expanding their collections and trading up,
spending $1,643 more per watch.

Collectors are buying Cartier, Franck Muller and Rolex, and selling Gucci, T iffany & Co and Michele.

Evolution of streetwear
The RealReal noted that cutting-edge streetwear consumers are moving past hype demand, collaborations and
drops, and moving toward a reemergence of the preppy aesthetic, like Ralph Lauren and Tommy Hilfiger.

The resale platform saw a 6 percent decline in Supreme and 29 percent decline in Off-White x Nike pieces.

It was only about one year ago that Nike and Virgil Abloh's Off-White were ranked as the top two hottest brands by the
Lyst Index (see story).

While preppy is coming back into vogue, skate culture is still heavily influencing streetwear, creating a blend of
sporty and outdoor apparel into one style.

Recognizing the importance of skate culture in fashion, Canadian department store chain Holt Renfrew turned the
spotlight on local skaters to bring summer's skateboard-inspired style to life.

Although streetwear and skateboarding culture was popularized on a global scale in the 1990s and early 2000s, it has
only recently begun to permeate the luxury fashion space. Holt Renfrew's summer advertising effort, "Holts
Playground," featured skaters who shared their love for the culture, what skating has taught them and the importance
of diversity in the sport (see story).

"Our shoppers are becoming increasingly nostalgic, while also finding ways to be outdoors and engage in socially
distant activities," said Sean Conway, sneaker and streetwear expert at The RealReal. "These two factors have
influenced their need to blend street style with pieces that are conducive to an outdoor lifestyle and pay homage to
their roots.

"Iconic, traditional streetwear is still a huge category for our shoppers, so rather than seeing this trend phase out, I
actually see this new style continuing to evolve into its own subcategory."
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